
Exchange Report ITAM México City 
 
School 
If you are Swedish, you will get throwbacks to High School. At ITAM, almost all classes are 
mandatory and if you skip more than 20% of classes you fail the class. It does not matter if 
you are sick or on holiday, you will fail. On top of this, you get quite a lot of homework. 
ITAM is a very hard university for Economics and Finance, so if you take these subjects you 
will have to study a lot. Although, in most other subject we (the international students) felt 
like the level was much lower than SBS / SU. Try to get Fridays off for travel. 
I you want course specific information, feel free to contact me. 
 
Accommodation 
I stayed at Ubidorms, which is a dormitory where you share kitchen. It is a five-minute walk 
to ITAM but the other people living there are quite young and have a lot of parties. Hidalgo 
26 is generally the big party house, if that’s what you are looking for. Some students lived in 
Condesa, which is like “Södermalm”. It is a lovely neighborhood and that’s generally where 
you go out to restaurants and clubs. It is an hour away from ITAM. 
 
México City 
México City is one of the most culturally rich cities in the world. There are so many cool 
museums, restaurants and nightclubs. Condesa and Roma have the biggest (and best) supply. 
Polanco is posher and also have some cool nightclubs. Everything is super cheap (I only 
cooked once during the whole semester). Lunch: 30 SEK, dinner: 50 SEK, beer: 12 SEK. 
 
Travel 
Try to get to know some Mexican student, they know where to go and might have houses 
outside the city where you can go on weekend trips. Places you have to go are Yucatan and 
Baja California Sur (La Paz). If you want to party a lot, go on the Mexchange trips. 
 
General tips / notes 

- Uber cost next to nothing, so get it ASAP. 
- How much time you will have mostly depend on your courses. 
- Travel is amazing in México. 
- Going to the cinema cost like 25 SEK per ticket. 
- Going to the gym cost the same as in Sweden. 
- If you can, get an apartment not given by ITAM. It will probably be better worth your 

money. 


